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Claire O'Donovan, leader of the Protein Function Content team at EMBL-EBI, gives an introduction into biocuration and talks about what it is like to work as a biocurator and the skill sets you need.

This webinar was recorded on 2 March 2016 and is best viewed using Google Chrome and in full-screen mode.

Have a look at our list of upcoming webinars [2].

Learning objectives:

- Discuss what biocuration is and why it is important
- List some of the skills required to be a biocurator

Your feedback

Please tell us what you thought about this webinar. Your feedback is invaluable and helps us to improve our courses and thus enhance your learning experience.
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Claire O’Donovan leads the Metabolomics team at EMBL-EBI and is particularly interested in how the scientific community can exploit the interoperability of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics which are
constantly evolving. Prior to stepping into this role in early 2017, Claire led the Protein Function Content team at EMBL-EBI for many years, providing essential resources to the biological community through the biocuration of UniProt, the Gene Ontology Annotation project (GOA) and the Enzyme Portal. Claire joined EMBL in 1993, been a Team Leader since 2009 and has been integral to the evolution of the biocuration field.